Traditional penetration tests are the right answer if coverage and compliance are your requirements, but they’re not always the best tool for reducing risk. Instead, security leaders are augmenting methodology-driven pen testing with a discovery-driven, crowdsourced approach that incentivizes skilled testers to find critical vulnerabilities that less intense “pay for time” testing tends to miss.

Max Pen Tests give you the best of both these worlds in a single package on the Bugcrowd Platform. In addition to delivering your auditor report, we’ll document prioritized vulnerabilities uncovered by tens or even hundreds of trusted testers specifically selected for their skill set, who are rewarded based on the impact of their results. Findings are viewable 24/7 in your dashboard, and if desired, flowed directly into DevSec workflows for fast remediation.

Unlike traditional time-boxed assessments, Max Pen Test engagements can also run continuously, in support of agile development cycles. As code is continuously updated, you’ll rest easier knowing your targets are being continuously assessed for new vulnerabilities.

Max Pen Tests augment point-in-time testing with continuous vulnerability discovery to reduce risk fast.
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Built for better testing

**Skilled, trusted testers on demand**

Our platform’s CrowdMatch AI technology sources and activates the right tester profiles for your specific requirements, and rotates the team on demand.

**Methodology driven reports**

Flexible assessments satisfy various compliance requirements, on your time, with reports tailored for your needs (e.g., PCI-DSS compliance).

**Continuous testing, rolling remediation**

Choose between on-demand or continuous testing engagements. Our platform’s Engineered Triage engine validates and prioritizes all findings as they come in.

**Works with your world**

Prebuilt connectors, webhooks, and APIs flow prioritized findings into DevSec workflows for fast remediation.
How it works

The Bugcrowd Platform’s CrowdMatch AI technology helps select, vet, and enable the right pen testers for every engagement. These individuals test against a given methodology, while Bugcrowd accepts and validates incoming submissions to facilitate faster remediation before a final report is rendered. Finally, Bugcrowd retesting services ensure what’s found is also fixed.

Finds 3x-5x More High-Impact Vulnerabilities Versus testers pen testing, on average, reducing the cost per vulnerability dramatically.
Platform overview

Max Pen Tests are offered through the Bugcrowd Platform, alongside our suite of complementary crowdsourced security solutions. Our industry-leading CrowdMatch AI technology ensures top talent on every program, while end-to-end management, SDLC integrations, and executive-ready reporting help you action findings fast.

The Bugcrowd Platform

DevOps Integration—API, Webhooks, and Pre-Built Connectors for JIRA, GitHub, and ServiceNow, etc.

Hackers and Pentesters

Hacker Workbench

AI-driven Crowd Curation

Validation & Triage

Workflow Orchestration & Automation

Analytics & Reporting

Management Console

Customers

Vulnerability Disclosure

Bug Bounty

Penetration Testing as a Service

Attack Surface Management

Accept External Feedback

Discover More Vulnerabilities

Go Beyond Compliance

Discover and Prioritize Unknown Assets

BEST SECURITY ROI FROM THE CROWD

We match you with trusted security researchers who are perfect for your needs and environment across hundreds of dimensions using machine learning.

INSTANT FOCUS ON CRITICAL ISSUES

Working as an extension of the platform, our global security engineering team rapidly validates and triages submissions, with P1s often handled within hours.

CONTEXTUAL INTELLIGENCE FOR BEST RESULTS

We apply over a decade of knowledge accumulated from experience devising thousands of customer solutions to achieve your goals for better outcomes.

CONTINUOUS, RESILIENT SECURITY FOR DEVOPS

The platform integrates workflows with your existing tools and processes to ensure that apps and APIs are continuously tested before they ship.

Start your stress-free managed migration to Bugcrowd

Make Moves